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crack.Q: How to get rid of the filter highlight tool bar
in QGIS How to get rid of the filter highlight tool bar
in QGIS. I'm using 3.4.4 on Linux Mint 17 A: From the
help dialog you can type "help filter" to find out what
to do. You can remove the buttons or just hide them by
setting the button's parent widget to None. As you
only mention filter, I presume you mean the "Filter by
expression" button in the toolbar. To hide it, set the
variable GRID to false. You can add a custom toolbar
via gui_add_toolbar. However, this is not
recommended if you're not the only user of your
computer as the buttons will remain in the menu.
From this answer: Trump's pledge to not sign the
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and some conservatives who warned that the treaty
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labor force, giving them access to U.S. markets. The
treaty was signed anyway. [Source: AP] Yet Trump has
spurned the TPP on trade policy and is now talking in
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